THERE ARE LOTS OF FASCINATING OBJECTS AND FACTS TO DISCOVER IN LOW PARKS MUSEUM - SEE IF YOU CAN BECOME A TOP TIME DETECTIVE.

Using the map and the clues solve these mysteries.

Start at the Reception Desk
Clue 1
Watch your step it’s a long way down!!! I was discovered when the museums' new reception area was being built.

Q. What am I?

A.

Go past the well and up the ramp and find the stone cross on the wall (Mind your head).

2. What does the inscription say?

A.
Go through the doorway on your left, into the Building's Display.

3. “I am the window, I am made of wood, I have been painted before, look really closely, which 3 colours have I been painted before?”

A.

4. “The sun is in my face, but I do not blink. I protected the house from fire, but I am not a fireman” What am I?

A.

5. What was the Riding School used for in the 1920s and 30s?

A.

Go through to the Settlement Gallery

6. Mirror, mirror on the wall......

Where did I come from?

A.

7. Turn round and find me... I am the corner cabinet that stood in Hamilton Palace. Which 4 materials am I made from?

A.
In the next room......Dem bones, dem bones!

8. What else can you see beside our bronze age friend?
   A.

Try drawing the object here

Move on into the Assembly Room.....

9. Look up to the ceiling, how many bows can you see?
   A.

Take a wee look in our Fives Court Gallery and head on in to the Portland Gallery

10. Find the sewing machine, what was this used for?
    A.

Now head on through this gallery and up the ramp...
11. Where did the visitors book come from?
   A.

12. What is the red and silver dress made from?
   A.

Now head on down the stairs and move into the Riding School...

13. I am a loom, I was used in Stonehouse to make fabric (material). What is the name of the parts that controls the groups of threads?
   A.

Can you find the dairy?

14. What was object number 15 used for?
   A.

Now go to the mining section.

15. It wasn’t just people who were sent down mines to work. Which animal also worked down the mines?
   A.

Well done!

Now collect the ANSWERS from reception.

You are now a top Time Detective!